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We had an interesting get together 
in June, with two scenery demos 
and a visitor from the mainland,  
Steve who is an accomplished  
modeller who has built layouts   
depicting Ryde Esplanade and the 
Woodhead Line. 
 
The scenery demos were                  
informative and great fun.              
The static grass demo was done by 
Stephen atop one of the newly built 
corner modules which he had 
brought along to show us. 
 
Stephen has completed the wood 
work on all four corner modules so 
we are making excellent progress 
with the modular layout.   
 
I hope to see you in July when there 
will be even more to see.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Next Meeting  

Thursday 21st July 2022 

From  6pm to 10pm  

 

 

 

 

 

Ronnie 

Corner modules, static grass,  
water effects and a 

visitor from the mainland  
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A familiar landmark, in model form, Ryde Esplanade Station in N           

Clayton diesel at Minehead   



 
 

 

 NEWS FROM NITON SIDINGS  

I have just returned from a holiday in Yorkshire where we 

spent a day at the KWV Railway and spotted this loco which 

came from the Taff Vale Railway, no 85 a class 02. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The railway is making much of the return of the “Railway     

Children” which was filmed over six weeks in May June last 

year. The film is due in cinemas in July this year. So watch out 

for it and take the grandchildren! 

Work has continued on my new module “NITOWN INDUSTRY”, 

the wiring for the track and points has all been completed.   I 

hope to bring the layout to our July meeting and demonstrate 

the ANE DCC/DC dual train controller which is featured on our 

website. By then scenery and track ballasting, hopefully, will be 

underway. 

    

I was sorry not to be at our June meeting and is good to know 

that the corner boards for the layout are now under               

construction. Thank you to those who have taken this task on 

board. Remember these boards are financed by the donation 

we received, not from group funds. 

I am meeting with Terry before our next meeting so I would 

expect we will be able to share proposals for the Open Day in 

November in more detail with you and to let you know how 

much space we will have to showcase individual members   

layouts. As an added attraction we have some “Small N Gauge 

Working” models, including a layout in a Coconut shell! I 

thought we might use this in our publicity. 

The Open Day is being sponsored by Upstairs Downstairs. 

I hope now everyone understands why we need the £10.00 

membership, £15.00 to non NGS members. If you still have 

questions please ask our treasurer who will be pleased to give 

you a membership card in exchange for £10.00 or £15.00. 

Hopefully you will be able to come to our July meeting, holidays 

and health issues allowing; I look forward to seeing as many as 

can make it. 

Keep an eye on our website for news and information about the 

group and N Gauge modelling. Thank you Colin for keeping us 

informed. 

 

 

Next meeting:  

Thursday 

JULY 21st 

 

Richard 
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NGS  

AGM Tuesday  

19th July 

See your  

N Gauge  

Journal for 

details. 
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DCC -The Final Frontier - AN UPDATE 

To DCC and beyond 

My Digikeijs DR5000 Controller and Uhlenbrock Daisy II 

Throttle are both working well, although I am probably only 

using 25% of their real capability. The supplier has produced 

a YouTube video user guide which is a great help. The   

Gaugemaster Prodigy starter system originally ordered is 

now a distant memory. 

I now have 7 locos chipped and tested OK. Each has a unique 

address, and on the Daisy II a name and simple icon.         

They are:- 

2 Schools locos – “Brighton” and “Malvern” 

Blue Merchant Navy – “East Asiatic Co” 

N Class loco 

Class 35 Hymek 

Class 22 

Class 27 

 
Now to the re-wired track. I have divided this into 4           

electrically segregated “divisions” – one each for clock and 

anti-clock double track main lines, one for the main           

Sidmouth station and carriage sidings, and one for                        

 

 

Broadfields station, which is now a through station with a 

loop into my new loft area, as well as a small terminus.      

Currently the anti-clock and Broadfields  divisions work, the 

other 2 have a permanent short, which I am having difficulty 

tracking down. 

For the working divisions DCC running is impressive, much 

more controlled than DC, with excellent “creep” capability. 

Also, even with 4 coaches, the controller keeps the train 

speed constant both up my gentle gradients and down. Very 

impressive compared with DC which was more like a roller 

coaster! 

So I am happy with progress so far and will soon hopefully 

track down those pesky short circuits. I have connected the 

clock track to an old analogue GM controller with an old but 

reliable non-DCC diesel shunter, but the short is still there. I 

have checked that points crossing into the circuit are fully 

isolated and all power droppers are installed the correct way 

round. Any hints and tips or devices to help find the fault will 

be much appreciated.  

Peter  

Stephen demonstrated using static grass. He has a large WWScenics       
applicator which works very well. Similar models are made by Peco. 
Homemade flyswatter applicators can be used but the results are not 
as good. I’ve yet to find anyone who can get the Gaugemaster puffer 
bottle to work at all!  

The static grass comes in a variety of colours and lengths. The        
applicator is loaded with the desired colour and length of static grass. 
The earth lead is attached to adjacent track and the applicator is 
turned on. All that needs to be done is for the grass to be sprinkled on 
to the glue.  

Stephen starts with a layer of 2mm grass over basing glue. This glue 
is specially designed for static grass. He then adds layering glue and 
another longer layer and slightly different colour of static grass. The 
variety of size and colour ensures that the grass looks realistic.      
Imperfections and rough areas only make the grass more realistic 
looking.  Further layers of  layering glue and grass can be added     
immediately until you get the desired result.  

There are lots of videos on YouTube describing the application of 
static grass - this is a good one -  

https://youtu.be/0dlHM3z12NM  

Stephen’s  
Static Grass 

https://www.wwscenics.com 

https://youtu.be/0dlHM3z12NM
https://www.wwscenics.com/product-category/pro-grass-applicators/
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NOTICEBOARD 

A date to diarise 

We will be holding  

our first 

Open Day in Whitwell 

on Saturday 26th November 

 

AGM Tuesday  

19th July 

See your  

N Gauge  

Journal for 

details. 

 

Southampton Model  

Railway Society  

Summer Exhibition  

Saturday 23rd July  

See their website or the model railway 

press for details. 

 

 

  

Sunday 14th August 

Delicious refreshments and model railways of all shapes and sizes 

Tea in the Garden with Trains 
 

https://modelrailiow.uk/


Area 

Group  

Open Day  

SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER      SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER       SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER    

 
 
There will be no traders, although we do have 
sponsorship from Upstairs Downstairs. This 
will cover the cost of the leaflets. 
 
We now plan to hold the trial run of the    
modular layout in October, not September, to 
give us more time to complete any modules 
that are being built and also the corner 
boards. 
 
In view of the space available we do not intend 
to offer refreshments. Tea coffee and            
sandwiches will be available for exhibitors. 
Sandwiches to be pre ordered.  Can we have a 
volunteer to organise this please? 
 
We will also need to have help available for 
taking money at the door, help to run the     
layouts and to talk to visitors; so a good     
turnout on the day will be appreciated.  
                                                           
Admission will be charged at £3.00 for adults 
with children under 16yrs free with an         
accompanied adult. 
 
We hope to borrow a banner to put outside 
the hall to advertise the day. 
 
Tony from the NGS is coming over and will 
bring the Society’s mini display stand which 
we will have in the entrance area. 
 
We will need to organise as much free         
publicity as possible, any help you can give 
with contacts will be appreciated; shops, 
schools, parish magazines and anywhere, you 
can think of providing it is free! We will have a 
printed flyer with details of the day. 
 
Finally, with the rising cost of almost             
everything from N Gauge models, petrol and 
diesel just to name a few; timber has not       
escaped inflation. This has meant that the cost 
of the four corner boards has exceeded the 
donation we received for the boards and track. 
If you are able to share in the cost of the      
corners either in cash or track please let our 
treasurer know. We do have some funds, NOT 
MEMBERSHIP, available but we need these for 
other costs before we make money at the 
door. Any help will be appreciated and in    
confidence.  
 
If you have any suggestions or questions 
please get in touch with Terry or me. 
Happy modelling 

Terry and Richard 

If November 26th is not already in your diary now is the time to put 
the date in for our first Open Day at Whitwell. Terry and I have met 
and the following is what we are proposing for the day: 
 
The group modular layout will be 22 ft x 10 ft made up of 10         
individual modules plus four corner boards. If you are planning to 
have a module in the layout please let Terry know as soon as          
possible. There are currently six spaces to fill as follows: 4-4ft x 2ft 
and 1-4ft x 2ft 6ins these are in addition to the fiddle yard and the 
four corners.  
 
In addition to the modular layout, we will have some “Small N Gauge 
Working” layouts, there will be space for three stand alone layouts, a      
maximum size of 4ft x3ft. If you can fill one of these spaces, please 
let Terry know. 

SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER      SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER       SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER    
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 C A T O N 

Things are afoot on CATON but still in the   
planning stage. I have made use of the          
availability of bits and bobs from Colin too, 
which were very timely. Ronnie sent me a   
cryptic message regarding snow following my 
earlier observations regarding the Dapol NHS 
66 . I contacted Dapol (again) and was totally 
shocked to hear it is now available. Despite   
ordering this in August 2020 and chasing ever 
since they had not included me on their      

availability email.                                                 
STOP THE PRESS. HELL HAS FROZEN OVER.                
A packet of NHS joy landed in the West Wight 
this am. Running in is very smooth and I am   
relieved to say it looks pretty good. But it needs 
to be after almost 2 years. 

Other news - I have been away twice for short 
breaks and so take the opportunity as             
requested to include a couple of my railway    
pictures (no Southern greenies though Peter) 

Paul 

 

Isle of Wight Layout Tour 



We have wanted to build an American layout for some time 
now, having been wowed by the performance of the many 
different classes of diesel locomotives. After recent sales of 
British outline OO gauge, it has now enabled us to embark on 
a new venture into the dark realms of the American railroad 
world and different terminologies.  

We are currently working on a track plan for our 9ft by 6ft 
(274cm by 182cm) continuous loop layout.  

Once we have settled on that final plan and stopped debating 
over the best scale to model it in.. I will share the plan at a 
later date.  

I hope you are all well and I look forward to seeing you at the 
next meeting in July, Take care, be safe and      

 Happy Modelling  
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T E R R Y  S  L I N E S 
, 

News from Northside Industrial Railroad 

Dan  

 
This is a non-powered N Gauge locomotive         
produced by Graham Farish for a Shredded Wheat 
promotional train with two 4-wheel passenger 
carriages. I recently acquired a set, and I am       
converting the two carriages into Southern        
Railway stock, with standard Farish N-Gauge    
couplings at their outer ends. Having no particular 
use for the locomotive, I decided to repaint it into 
the attractive blue-based livery of the Somerset & 
Dorset Joint Railway, as a static model, just         
because I like that livery. 
 

Terry. 

Newly repaired and refurbished shed with led light 

strip installed 

Baseboards pictured are 6ft x 1ft 6 inches or 182cm x 45cm 



L Y N N I N G T O N 

 

All of these are still a ‘work in progress’ as they have street lights and people to be added. All the 
houses have lighting fitted and once the wiring is done I will send pictures over. I am currently    
working on the back scene and the final row of shops. It is always the wiring that holds me up!! 

Scenes from  

The grass looks greener now we have had lessons We even have some round the building site 

The local Santander has a few problems with burglars And finally, work has started on the main street 

Pete  

 

Microbrushes 
These inexpensive microbrushes are commonly 

used in the beauty industry for attaching false 

eyelashes or decorating nails. They are also very 

useful to modellers for applying glue or paint and 

for servicing locos.  

They are available in various sizes from eBay. 
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It’s typical isn’t it, you wait ages for a train, then two come     

together! In November 21, Bachman announced they were doing 

a 2 car class 101 DMU sound fitted. This was great as the       

existing 3 car set would not fit in the platform on the Island lines 

layout. This was to be given to me as a birthday present and was 

expected, February / March. Perfect.  

In the Spring 2022 Announcements from Bachmann, they       

revealed the retooling of the 08 shunter so that not only could it 

take a DCC chip, but also had a sound fitted option. This was 

ordered in February, expected May. As time went on, so the   

expected dates moved and eventually caught up with each other. 

Those who get regular emails from Rails or Kernow will have 

seen the ‘Massive delivery from Bachmann / Farish’ headlines, 

and to my joy, I received both in the post on Friday!  

I put them on the test track, and gave them their individual DCC 

addresses. After a technical problem with the Island lines layout 

(my fault!) I decided to run them in on St. Richards. The 101 

sounds really good, changing gear and even has ‘Clickety-Clack’ 

sound effect, although this does not match its speed! The 08 has 

brilliantly authentic sounds and it set off round the track. That’s 

when I found my platforms were not high enough! The outside 

con rods come up and jam on the underside of the platform 

edge! I think the 08 will have to be restricted to shunting in the   

sidings or running on Island Lines! You never quite get to the 

end of the learning curve! 

Other than running in the 101, St. Richards has remained a    

display layout, set up with LMS stock. I plan to give things a run 

soon and change to GWR again.  

Most of the time has been spent getting Island Lines looking 

good. Apart from a little more foliage and decorative bits, I feel it 

is now complete…. until I get the Static Grass done properly. It 

looked good until the last meeting when it was clear it could 

look better! This will probably be a Christmas Present!  

I do need to replace the connectors to make wiring easier. The 

plugs I have used are soldered and not very easy in that respect. 

I caught one as I was putting it away and it came off. That       

resulted in the technical problem mentioned above. While trying 

to make temporary connections, I mistook the lead that had 

broken and connected it to the power supply. Unfortunately this 

was the one that connects the two boards together, so as the 101 

tried to traverse  between the boards, it found the polarity was 

wrong and caused a short circuit. I only found this when I gave 

up trying to find the fault from above and put it away again.   

Another little quirk with DCC. With DC the meter would have 

shown positive voltage on one board and negative on the other. 

As it is AC, the volt meter doesn’t see the problem. 

I’ll have it all running for the next meeting! 

Paul  

ST  RICHARDS ISLAND LINES  & 
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Class 101 at ‘Ventnot’ Station 



Physical progress on the layout seems to have hit the buffers 

this past month. Time available has been in short supply and 

the siren voices generated by Paul and the subsequent           

purchases have been something of a major distraction. 

So, what has not been achieved? I had expected to have all the 

track glued down and most of the power electrics nice and tidy 

such that I could give it a first test outing to our meeting in 

June, sadly, not.  

Distraction number one. I won some very well priced Kato 

points on Ebay which, although not in pristine condition, can 

be used for sidings. This meant the near-virgin points I         

currently had in place could live to fight another and better 

day. So, a bit of a wait for them to arrive and then some wiring 

work as several had been cut off very short. 

The track has been sitting, loosely laid, for a month or so. In 

that time I haven't felt the urge to change it, save for the           

re-location of a double crossover. It's moved from the fiddle 

yard to 'front of house' in the station area linking the up and 

down fast lines. This Kato double crossover unit is a beautiful 

piece of engineering and electrics. The four points are          

controlled by just two wires with all four changing at the same 

time. They are either all straight through or all crossing. As 

they say, simples (a term I hate!) 

Have I achieved anything else? The answer is 'Yes', more than I 

thought! 

I had considered one mainline being DCC and the other being 

able to switch between DC and DCC. Too complicated. I've   

decided to go all DCC on the ground level. The independent 'out 

and back' high level may well stay DC as I have a shuttle unit 

which I can use for that. So, all of the DCC power bus and    

droppers are now temporarily connected and working. The 

wiring will be tidied up once all of the track has been glued 

down. 

I now have my Bachmann Dynamis Ultima DCC system          

connected. I ran it initially with the wireless handset and all 

was fine. I then took the bold step of connecting in my Dell 

touch screen laptop with the Bachmann RailController         

application. It worked straight out of the box! 

Then came distraction number two. I won a Class 108 DMU 

on Ebay for a very good price. Not only was it DCC Fitted, it was 

DCC Sound Fitted. OK it's era 6. It's a few years later than my 

target period for the layout. But that's not going to stop me 

enjoying it. 

What a difference some sound makes! I can see now why     

people say that once you've acquired one sound loco you are 

well and truly on the slippery slope to 'pennilessness' but on 

the never ending ladder to model rail heaven. Unfortunately, 

the excitement was short-lived. Running the 108 using the 

wireless handset was fine. All the various sounds were great. 

Then, when using computer control, I couldn't understand why 

the sound cut out whenever I set the DMU in motion, much 

head scratching. The Ultima user guide proved of little          

immediate use, so playing with trains stopped. 

But the sound bug had already got to me. I've always wanted a 

Schools Class loco, particularly Dapol's 30915 'Brighton' in BR 

green with late crest. Well, I must be the only person in the 

country after one of these with sound. For some time, The 

Model Centre had been advertising one on their website, just 

one. I'd previously had the urge to buy it but chickened out as 

it was a brand-new loco with a brand-new price. But, as I said, 

I'd been bitten, and, buoyed up also by the first sales on my 

'modelrailiow.uk' online shop starting to come in, late one   

Sunday night, it was ordered. There was a bit of a painful wait 

for it to arrive because I went for having a crew fitted. 

Playing trains started again. But the problem was still there, 

sound cutting out. After some searching, I discovered what was 

meant by the word 'latch' which was a column header on the 

set up of a loco on RailController. I'd ignored it up until then as 

I couldn't see how to activate it due to another option           

overlaying most of its column. I clicked on the tiny space that 

was still available. Hey Presto! It marked up as that option   

being latched. It then all became clear. By default, all the      

options were 'momentary' and to turn a momentary option 

into an 'on then press again for off' option you had to latch it. 

So, I now have my two sound locos running around making lots 

of wonderful noises. 

 HORNDEAN 
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Colin   

Layout News in Brief … 

I am still in a quandary on point control. I’m now                        

experimenting. I have purchased two point decoders to             

experiment with controlling the points from RailController on 

the laptop. The cost is about £14 per point. I have also tried the 
Kato point levers which work fine and I can get these for about 

£5 each. In addition, I'm going to try using DPDT momentary 

switches. The wiring of these has me a little worried, not being 
that competent with a soldering iron. Then, quite by accident, I 

came across a bank of small switches from a company called RK 

Education. No need for any soldering and the cost of a bank of 8 

is just £14. I'll let you know if they work at the next meeting!  

 

Stephen  has been kept busy doing the woodwork for the   cor-

ner modules for the modular layout and has completed all four. 

His layout had a visit from Ken’s latest acquisition, one of the 

long awaited Dapol Class 66s (Sir Tom Moore). 

Pete is building a signal gantry and doing scenery on his    lay-

out. He investigated the Just Plug lighting system but was   horri-

fied by the price. 

See more of his layout on page 8. 

Ken has been working on modules and a fiddle yard for the 

group layout. Ken managed to get his class 66 before Paul did! It 

runs very well.  

Ronnie has completed the painting of the ‘Purple Monster’ and 

needs to buy lining transfers to complete it. She got an equally 

lurid purple Peco Jubilee wagon to join it.  

Martin showed us some of his beautifully weathered rolling 

stock - he’ll be back in the next newsletter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We welcomed visitor Steve who brought along  pictures of his 

layouts including one of Ryde Esplanade (October 2000        

Railway Modeller and NGS Journal 1/94)  and another his      

present layout, Motram Road, which is part of the Woodhead 

Line. Both required locos that needed to be quite extensively 

adapted and kitbashed.  His layouts have appeared in quite a few 

model railway publications the most recent being an article 

about his Lone Star layout Four Feathers Falls in the March 

2021 edition of Continental Modeller it also featured in NGS 

Journal 5/20. 
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All credit for this method should go to a jovial Swede who’s 
YouTube name is Marklinofsweden.  
https://youtu.be/2TwpB7sVMn8 
The top secret ingredient for this method is toilet paper!  

It’s simply a case of layering sheets of toilet paper doused with 
a sloppy mixture of  PVA glue, water and a drop of washing up 
liquid. Four layers of the paper are sufficient. The glue mixture 
causes the toilet paper to crinkle and look like miniature ripples 
which can be coaxed into waves with a brush. Once you are 
happy with the ‘water’ you have created it needs to be left to 
dry completely. Once dry it can painted with inexpensive acrylic 
paint ( obtainable from The Range in Cowes or The Works in 
Ryde )  I recommend Ultramarine to which some Sap Green has 
been added. 

Once the paint has dried a few layers of good quality clear gloss     
varnish can be applied. You can use either acrylic gloss varnish 
which dries quickly or yacht varnish which takes longer to dry. 
The latter is quite yellow in colour so you will need to adjust the 
colour of the ‘water’ to allow for this. Water in nature is a wide 
range of colours - Google Earth is a handy tool for colour    
matching.  

Another method for making textured water is to put down a 
layer of plaster, Polyfilla or lightweight plaster into which you 
press crumpled up tin foil. This needs to be done before the 
plaster has dried. The resulting  pattern looks very similar to 
small waves. You may have to give the underside of the foil a 
light spray of water to prevent it sticking to the plaster.  

Once dry the resulting ‘water’ can be painted with acrylic paints        
followed by gloss varnish.  

When having a go at doing water with either method, I would       
suggest that you do a few practice runs on scraps of  cardboard, 
wood or styrofoam so that you get used to the method and get 
the colours right. Both these methods are relatively inexpensive 
and can be re done if you aren’t happy with the results.  

 

 
Ronnie 
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Modelling textured water the quick, easy and  
inexpensive way 

Plaster with impressed crumpled tinfoil. 

Toilet paper, with pva glue, covered with yacht  varnish on the left 

and clear varnish on the right. 

Two views of Steve’s current layout Motram Road   

depicting an area of the Woodhead Line. 

https://youtu.be/2TwpB7sVMn8

